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The rapid development of Internet brings convenience to our work and life.
However , when we hear about network security events , we become anxious. As a
technology to make network information system more secure and robus, risk
assessment not only takes many security factors such as threatens ， assets ，
vulnerabilities into account，but also helps administrators take an active attitude to
identify those potential threatens that their system will be exposed to.
Exsiting network risk accessment theories and methods rely on a great quantity
of historical data and long-term experience. However, network information world
alters from day to day. New threatens and vulnerabilities emerge in an endless stream.
The old modes of thinking can not adapt themselves to the new changes. So new
technologies and modologies should be developed according to the specific characters,
the pattern of behavior of vulnerabilities and threatens in the network.
The tasks this article has completed are as follows:
1. This article carries out network modeling. Starting from the pattern of
behavior of vulnerabilities and threatens in the network, we build the access graph,
which can describe the threat scenarios of target network. In the process of network
risk accessment, access graph can show the global risk that every vulnerability brings
due to the effects of high interactions of network. The access graph generation
algorithm is with high accuracy. Futher on, it optimizes according to the feature that
most large-scale network is divided into subnets. As a result, it reduces the
computational cost and makes the access graph extendible and suitable for realistic
size network.
2. Using access graph, this article proposes an algorithm to estimate the
probability of occurance for threat event based on reliability principle. Reliability
principle is a traditional theory which is used to estimate the reliability degree of
component. This article introduces it to construct the function of the probability of
occurance for threat event using both the vulnerability’s cost and the level of effort of
the attacker. So the result is more precise and objective. This article also proposes a













The algorithm estimates the impact on information assert caused by threat event using
the violation degree to the security policy. Based on access graph, using algorithm for
estimating occurance probability of threat event and algorithm for estimating loss of
information assert, we can figure out network risk integration value.
3.This article introduces the concept of cloud model, which is used to grade the
degree of network risk. It is qualitative when we say the network risk is high or low
according to past experience. But in the process of automatic grading, there is no
more human intervention. So we need quantitative calculation, which should be
consistent with qualitative concept. Here comes the cloud model , which is a good
choice to realize the transition between qualitative concept and quantitative
calculation. This article combines network risk accessment with cloud model. Cloud
model uses network risk integration value as its parameter. By sampling and
calculating, we obtain the characteristic value of cloud model and contructs fixed
cloud model. Then we enter random sampling value into cloud model . After the
grading of cloud model, we can get the grade of network risk.
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如图 1.1 所示，其中根结点 T0 表示系统安全的最终破坏，子树 T1,… ,Tn 表示
与根结点 T0 相关的防御结点。“与”结构顾名思义就是如果所有子树 T1,… ,Tn



















































通过特权提升图来描述 Unix 系统的入侵过程，如图 1.3 所示，图中连接弧
1-7 分别代表不同的脆弱性类别，每个结点分别代表具有不同权限的用户。从图
中可以看出，结点用户 A为了得到根用户 F的高级权限可以通过多种不同的路径
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